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Review

• Plan the work, work the plan. Think safety first!
• Communicate with mountain management often.
• Review work area for hazards (to you or others).
• Follow safety protocols, ask if unsure.
• Stop work if unsafe or unsure.
• Report all injuries, incidents, and near-misses immediately.
• Maintain good housekeeping and safe work practices.
• Be committed to safety: Everyone goes home safe!
Additional Trainings

- The following additional trainings may be required, based on what you plan to do at the LBT:
  - New Visitor Walkthrough (with Telescope Access)
  - Lockout Tagout
  - Fall Protection
  - Arc Flash Electrical Safety
  - Scissor/Boom Lift
  - Forktruck
  - Crane Operator and Rigging
  - Cryogenics and Liquid Nitrogen

Make the safe choice...
Referenced Documents

Documents available upon request from LBTO manager or sponsor

- M004s00202 “Stop Work Authority Program”
- M004s00320 “High Altitude Health Information”
- M004s00301 “Injury, Illness, Incident Management & Coverage Procedure”
- M004s00300 “Emergency Response Contingency Plan”
- M004s00312 “Vehicle Travel Safety Requirements”
- M004s00021 “Pre-Task Plan (PTP) Checklist”
- M004s00035 “Equipment Sign-Off (ESO) Checklist”
- M004s00017 “Bypass Procedure for Safety Interlocks and E-Stops”
- M004s00700 “Fall Protection Program”
- M004s00012 “Fall Rescue Program”
- M004s00702 “Fall Rescue Plan Template”
- M004s00701 “Ladder Use Policy”
- M004s00002 “Elevation Lockout Procedure”
- M004s00003 “Azimuth Lockout Procedure”
- M004s90003 “Upper Roof & Level 9 Catwalk Access Requirements”
- M004s00031 “Pre-Tether Checklist”